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I.

INTRODUCTION

The software industry has encountered rapid growth in the last
several years. According to the Software Publishers Association
(SPA),' software sales in the U.S. are increasing at a rate of 8-10%
per year. Personal Computer (PC) application software sales passed
$10 Billion for the first time in 1996, making software a huge growth
industry in the United States. Foreign software sales are also strong
and are expected to sustain their high growth rate in coming years.
Although software is a technological growth industry, it has
been difficult for software inventors to obtain fair patent protection
in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. One reason for this difficulty has been the confusion over the breadth and validity of software
claims which are used to determine the patentability, validity, and infringement of software related patents. In addition, there have been
many attempts to cast software as a breed apart from other more tangible technological products.
Due to the historical difficulties of claiming software, this article will focus on the practical techniques of claiming software inventions in U.S. patent applications as a means to deal with the above issues. For, in the end, these software claims will define the scope of
patent rights for software inventors.
II.

PATENT OFFICE GUIDELINES FOR EXAMINING COMPUTER RELATED
INVENTIONS

In March of 1996, the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office took a
big step toward practical standards by issuing its Examination

1.

See <http://www.spa.org>.
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Guidelines for Computer Related Inventions ("Guidelines"). 2 These
Guidelines are intended for use by U.S. Patent Examiners in examining the patentability of computer related inventions. Although the
Guidelines do not have the legal force and effect of statutory or judicial law, they were drafted by the U.S. Patent Office with recent legal
precedents in mind. The Guidelines present the U.S. Patent Office's
methodology for determining the patentability of computer related
inventions. Although the Guidelines contain sections describing the
complete analysis of a patent application, including an evaluation of
compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 112 (Definiteness and Enablement), 35
U.S.C. § 102 (Novelty), and 35 U.S.C. § 103 (Non Obviousness), the
focus of the Guidelines is primarily on the statutory subject matter
requirements of 35 U.S.C. § 101. Therefore, the focus of this article
is centered on compliance with the § 101 requirements under the
Guidelines.
Because of the various claim styles that may be employed for
claiming a computer related invention, the Guidelines' § 101 analysis
is complex. In most cases, though, the use of a few practical tips as
described herein will greatly increase the likelihood of obtaining allowance of enforceable claims. The following sections set forth these
practical suggestions in the context of a discussion of the Guidelines' § 101 analysis and their application in a few claim examples.
III. PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR CLAIMING SOFTWARE

1. Fully and Clearly Teach the Software Invention in the Patent Specification
Prior to issuance of the new Guidelines, the U.S. Patent Office
was exclusively using a test called the Freeman-Walter-Abele 3 test
for determining compliance with § 101. The Freeman-Walter-Abele
test was a composite set of requirements derived from U.S. Supreme
Court and U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit decisions
handed down in software cases over the last twenty years. 4 In general, the Freeman-Walter-Abele test attempted to determine if a particular computer related claim included a mathematical algorithm,
2. Manual of Patent Examining Procedure § 21061) (Sixth Edition, Rev. 3 July 1997)
(incorporates the Guidelines).
3. In re Freeman, 573 F.2d 1237, 1245 (C.C.P.A. 1978), In re Walter, 618 F.2d 758,
767 (C.C.P.A. 1980), In re Abele, 684 F.2d 902, 905-07 (C.C.P.A. 1982).
4. See, e.g., Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 182 (1981), Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584
(1978), Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63 (1970).
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and, if so, whether the mathematical algorithm would be preempted
by allowance of the claim.
In the two part Freeman-Walter-Abele test, the first part was
(i.e. presence of a mathematical algorithm) typically satisfied by any
claim having a "calculating" or "computing" step or otherwise presenting a step including mathematical or software implemented operations. The second part (i.e. preemption) determined if the mathematical algorithm was implemented in a specific manner to define
structural relationships between physical elements (and thus non preemptory), or if the mathematical algorithm was claimed without application to specific physical elements or process steps (and thus too
abstract and preemptory). 5 Furthermore, the Freeman-Walter-Abele
test considered whether field of use limitations in the post algorithm
solution claim language narrowed the claim sufficiently to be non
preemptory and thus patentable.
Usually, the Freeman-Walter-Abele analysis was applied before
the patent examiner performed a search of the prior art in the particular case. Without the benefit of the prior art search, an effective
analysis of the content of the corresponding patent specification was
difficult. Since a patent specification is used to interpret the claims,
an improper analysis of the specification made it difficult for Patent
Examiners to determine if a claimed invention was sufficiently applied to be non-preemptory. The result of these patent examinations
was a confusing, and, at times, inconsistent application of the § 101
subject matter requirement.
Under the new Guidelines, however, patent claims are not only
evaluated in view of the patent specification but also in the context of
the prior art. As mandated by the Guidelines, the patent examiner
must now first determine what the applicant for patent has invented
by reading the complete specification including the claims, and then
conducting a thorough search of the prior art before the § 101 analysis can begin. 6 This sequence of steps under the new Guidelines
greatly increases the significance of the patent specification, in view
of the prior art, in the interpretation of the claims under a § 101
analysis. In fact, the patent specification not only discloses the
claimed computer related structures or method steps and defines the
terms used in the claims, but the patent specification also sets forth
the practical application of the invention in the technological arts.

5. In re Walter, 618 F.2d 758 (C.C.P.A. 1980).
6. See M.P.E.P. § 2106(11), (III).
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Therefore, it is very important, particularly under the new Guidelines,
to fully and clearly teach the software invention in the patent specification. As will be apparent in the next section and later in the analysis of several claim examples, the practical application or specific
utility of an invention in the technological arts is a key component to
the determination of patentability under the new Guidelines.
2. Define the PracticalApplication of the Invention in the
Technological Arts
The practical application requirement of the new Guidelines is
probably the most significant new aspect of the U.S. Patent Office
§ 101 analysis.7 Although utility has always been a requirement for
patentability, utility has found a new relevance in the analysis of
computer related inventions. Even under the Freeman-Walter-Abele
test, the Patent Office has always had an aversion to allowing claims
that were drawn too abstractly or not tied to a physical embodiment.
Because laws of nature or broad scientific concepts may be encoded
in software, the Patent Office is loath to issue claims for any type of
unapplied mathematical algorithm.
In an effort to .drawa distinction between unpatentable mathematical algorithms and patentable computer implemented inventions,
the Patent Office requires that the invention have a practical application in the technological arts. As stated in the Guidelines, "[t]he
purpose of this requirement is to limit patent protection to inventions
that possess a certain level of 'real world' value, as opposed to subject matter that represents nothing more than an idea or concept, or is
simply a starting point for further investigation or research." 8 The
utility of an invention within the technological arts is used by the
Patent Office to distinguish inventions from abstract ideas, laws of
nature, or natural phenomena. Thus, the Patent Office uses practical
application (also referred to as specific utility) as a means for preventing the issuance of claims that are too broad or abstract in scope.
In order to illustrate the practical application requirement as
presently applied by the U.S. Patent Office, it is instructive to present
several examples of particular claims and their analysis under the

7. See GREGORY A. STOBBS, SOFrWARE PATENTS 35, 38 (Wiley Law Publications ed.,
Supp 1997).
8. M.P.E.P. § 2106(l)(A) (citing Brenner v. Manson, 383 U.S. 519,
528-36 (1966), In re Zeigler, 992 F.2d 1197, 1200-03 (Fed. Cir. 1993)).
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Guidelines. In this manner, the effect of the practical application requirement will be more apparent.
In Appendix A, a flowchart illustrates the examination procedures for computer related inventions as defined by the Guidelines. 9
In the claim examples set forth below, particular claims are analyzed
according to the procedure defined by the Guidelines as illustrated in
the flowchart of Appendix A. In this flowchart, each of the boxes is
identified by a number. These box numbers are used in analysis tables provided in Appendix B for each of the claim examples provided
below. In this manner, the analysis provided for each claim example
can be correlated with the location in the flowchart at which the
analysis occurs. The analysis table identifies the flowchart box number and the queries associated with the flowchart box. The answer to
each query and a pointer to the next flowchart box is also shown in
the analysis table for each claim example.
A. Statutory Method Claim Example 2A
Example 2A illustrates a valid statutory method claim under the
Guideline analysis. The specification of Example 2A includes the
following disclosure:
The system then processes the digital data signals into a compressed signal of various length code words. A compressed data
signal requires less memory or takes less time to transmit ....
The corresponding claim for this example is:
A method for monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data signal comprising the steps of:
(a) receiving a data signal;
(b) processing the data signal into code words; and
(c) outputting the processed data signal.
The claim of Example 2A recites an invention having a practical
application in the technological arts because the disclosed invention
is directed to the monitoring and controlling of an automated plant
manufacturing process using a general purpose computer system. 10
As determined in the queries for box 6, the claim of Example 2A
does not recite a computer program per se, a data structure per se, or
9. See M.P.E.P. § 2106(VII) app. at 2100-25.
10. See the analysis table for Example 2A, as shown in Appendix B.
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nonfunctional descriptive material. Each of those recitations would
be unpatentable subject matter, as will be discussed later in this article. Further, the claimed invention is not a natural phenomenon.
Having satisfied the queries of box 6, the analysis continues with the
query in box 8. The claim of Example 2A is a method claim, thus the
claim recites a series of steps to be performed on a computer. In response to this query, the analysis proceeds to box 12. The queries in
box 12 represent the opportunity for the claimant to employ the safe
harbor provision provided by the Guidelines and discussed herein
below. The safe harbor provision allows a claimant to include in the
claim a recitation of independent physical acts or the manipulation of
data representing physical objects or activities to achieve a practical
application. If either this post-computer process activity or precomputer process activity is included in the claim, the claim will be
found statutory. In the claim of Example 2A, however, the three
method steps do not include post-computer or pre-computer process
activity. Rather, step (c) merely conveys the direct result of steps (a)
and (b). 11 Similarly, step (a) merely provides the data signal for use
in the mathematical operation of step (b). Step (a) does not include
2
the manipulation or measurement of physical objects or activities.
Because the claim in Example 2A does not include safe harbor
language, the analysis continues at box 13.13 In box 13, two queries
strike at the heart of the software patentability issue. If the claimed
process manipulates abstract ideas or solves a purely mathematical
problem without any limitation to a practical application, the process
claim is unpatentable. In the claim of Example 2A, step (b) corresponds to the compression of a digital signal into various length code
words. This correspondence is determined from the express recitation in the disclosure that "the system then processes the digital data
signals into a compressed signal of various length code words. A
compressed data signal requires less memory or takes less time to
transmit." Thus, the claimed invention as described in its specification is limited to a practical application. In the analysis of any claim
by the U.S. Patent Office, an explicit definition of a term provided by
the applicant in the patent specification will control the interpretation
of that term as it is used in a claim. In this example, it is assumed
that a prior art compression method is used. As disclosed in the
specification of Example 2A, the processing claimed in step (b) com11.
12.
13.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(2)(d)(iii).
See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(2)(d)(ii).
See the flowchart of Appendix A and analysis table for Example 2A in Appendix B.
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prises compressing a signal into code words thereby achieving the
practical result of less memory and transmission time consumption.
Therefore, the claim of Example 2A is not overly abstract and
achieves a practical application. Thus, the claim is statutory under
the Guideline analysis.
B. Non-Statutory Method Claim Example 2B
Example 2B illustrates a method claim that would be rejected
under a Guideline analysis. The specification for the invention of
Example 2B includes the following language:
The system then processes the digital data signals through a series of equations for calculating code words ....
The claim for Example 2B is:
A method for monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data signal comprising the steps of:
(a) receiving a data signal;
(b) processing the data signal into code words; and
(c) outputting the processed data signal.
In this example, the queries of box 2, box 6, box 8, and box 12
produce the same results as described above in connection with Example 2A. The analysis of box 13, however produces much different
results. In box 13, it is determined if the claimed process manipulates abstract ideas or solves mathematical problems without a limitation to a practical application. In the claim of Example 2B, step (b)
corresponds to the calculation of code words from a series of equations. This correspondence is determined from the express recitation
in the patent specification that "the system then processes the digital
data signals through a series of equations for calculating code
words." Thus, the claimed invention merely converts one set of
numbers into another set of numbers with no recitation as to the advantage or utility of this conversion. Also, the preamble language of
the claim is a statement of intended use which does not limit the
claim to the practical application of monitoring and controlling an
automated manufacturing plant. 14 Thus, the claim does not recite a

14.

Rowev. Dror, 112 F.3d473, 478 (Fed. Cir. 1997).
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practical application and will be rejected as non-statutory under 35
U.S.C. § 101.15
The practical application requirement is also used by the Patent
Office as a means for distinguishing between patentable and unpatentable claims in another context. The Patent Office has always been
concerned about software claims that read on music, literary works,
mere compilations or arrangements of data, and the like. In the
Guidelines, these types of software claims are termed non-statutory,
non-functional, descriptive material. 16 In digitized form, this nonfunctional descriptive material is indistinguishable from a clearly
patentable software program. Importantly, the main distinction between the two types of material is that patentable software is executable and therefore functional. In contrast, non-functional descriptive
material, such as music, literary works, mere compilations or arrangements of data, and the like, is not patentable. Thus, the practical application of an invention in the technological arts also becomes
useful for defining or characterizing the function performed by the
invention. In this manner, a computer related invention might be
rendered more likely patentable if a solid recitation of a practical application is included in the patent specification. The distinction between patentable and unpatentable descriptive material is described
in more detail below.
3. Support the Claims
Claim analysis under the Guidelines inherits all of the standard
patent examination procedures used by the Patent Office for noncomputer related inventions. For example, it has long been standard
practice by the Patent Office to analyze the claims in view of the patent specification. For computer related inventions, this process becomes more important because software must usually be defined in
terms of its functional operation rather than by its physical structure.
For this reason, there must be a clear correlation between the elements in an apparatus claim or the steps in a method claim and the
supporting description provided in the patent specification. Further,
the terms used in the claims must be fully and consistently defined in
the patent specification. For example, if a term such as "data compression" is included in the claims, this term must be defined in the
specification or the claim will be fatally flawed. Similarly, terms de-

15.
16.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(V)(B)(2)(d)(i).
See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(1)(b).
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fined in the specification must be used consistently to avoid ambiguity of conflicting interpretations. As mandated by the Guidelines, the
patent examiner will be looking in the patent specification for support
of the elements, steps, and terms used in the claims. 17 Because of the
difficulty in describing the physical structure of software, it is particularly important in a computer related invention for an applicant to
provide this support.
4. Provide Disclosurefor Each Patentable Categoly andAvoid
ClaimingNon-FunctionalData or Software PerSe
Inventions can be classified into a set of broad technological
categories. Only inventions that can be classified into at least one of
a smaller set of categories are patentable. The patentable categories
are defined by statute.
Whoever invents or discovers any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent therefore, subject to
8
the conditions and requirements of this title.'
This statute defines four categories of invention as appropriate
subject matter of a patent, namely processes, machines, manufactures, and compositions of matter. In the context of computer related
inventions, the three patentable subject matter categories are processes, machines, and articles of manufacture.
Software inventions are often readily expressed in terms of
functional operation rather than by physical structure. This is because software often has an inherent processing flow. As a result,
software inventions can usually be readily claimed as a method or
process reciting a sequence of steps in an executable process. It is
important to note, however, that process or method claims are only
infringed when the steps in the process are actually performed.' 9
Furthermore, process claims will not cover a software invention until
the software is actually executed. Thus, process claims may not
reach a developer or distributor of a potentially infringing software
product. Although process claims may be infringed by an end user, a
software producer would likely not sue the end user.
Machine or apparatus claims may also be appropriate for computer related inventions. Usually these types of claims involve a
17.
18.
19.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(11).
35 U.S.C. § 101 (1994).
Roberts Dairy Co. v. U.S., 530 F.2d 1342, 1354 (Ct. C1. 1976).
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software invention in combination with some hardware, such as a
processor, a computer system, or a network for executing the software. These types of claims have been commonly used and routinely
allowed by the U.S. Patent Office and most foreign patent offices.
However, machine or apparatus claims are inappropriate for most
software developers who do not sell hardware with their software
products. This circumstance affects a vast majority of software developers and distributors in the current software marketplace and
thereby renders machine or apparatus claims for software inventions
largely ineffective.
Recently, article of manufacture claims have become effective
claims for targeting software developers or distributors who release
potentially infringing software products. As argued by IBM in the
Beauregard case, 0 innovative program code embodied in a computer-usable medium, such as a floppy disc, or a CD-ROM, recites a
patentable article of manufacture. Other types of article of manufacture claims have also been indicated as allowable by the U.S. Patent Office. For example, as indicated by officials at the U.S. Patent
Office's Patent Academy, a claim to a computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave comprising various innovative program code
segments is also a patentable article of manufacture. These types of
carrier wave claims are useful in situations where software is delivered via a computer network. Alternatives to these "carrier wave"
claims include claims drawn to "computer signals" or "network signals" for carrying a software-implemented invention. In each of
these article of manufacture claims, however, the innovative software
is only patentable when combined with a physical storage or delivery
medium. Although these types of claims get closer to claiming the
innovative software itself, the need for a physical medium may in
some circumstances reduce the effectiveness of an article of manufacture claim for a software invention.
If we were to strip away even the physical medium necessary in
an article of manufacture claim, all that remains is the innovative
software per se. Although it would seem that such innovative software should be itself patentable without a physical host, the Guidelines have fallen short of this goal by specifically excluding from
patentability data structures and computer programs per se. Data
structures and computer programs per se, denoting functional descriptive material, are classified as falling outside of the patentable

20.

ExParteBeauregard, No. 93-0378, slip op. at 5 (Bd. App. 1993).
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categories. 21 Similarly, nonfunctional descriptive material including,
but not limited to music, literary works, and mere compilations or arrangements of data are also specifically excluded from the patentable
categories under the Guidelines. 22 Further, nonfunctional descriptive
material even when combined with a conventional physical host such
as a computer readable medium or a carrier wave is specifically excluded from patentability under the Guidelines. 23 Thus, the Guidelines define the statutory categories both in terms of physical structure and/or the functional characteristics of the claimed invention. In
either case, the Applicant should provide full disclosure of the embodiments in each claimed patent category.
The following two examples illustrate two claims that will be
found non-statutory as functional (Example 4A) and non-functional
(Example 4B) descriptive material.
A. Non-Statutory Functional Descriptive Material Claim
Example 4A
The sample claim for Example 4A follows:
A computer program for monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data signal comprising:
(a) means for compressing a data signal into variable length
code words in accordance with Huffman code; and
(b) means for encrypting the compressed data signal in accordance with the Data Encryption Standard algorithm.
Referring to the analysis table for Example 4A shown in Appendix B, the box 2 queries ask whether the disclosed invention has a
practical application. In this example, the patent specification is assumed to disclose an invention that monitors and controls an automated plant's manufacturing process. Because this aspect of the invention is disclosed and claimed in the claim of Example 4A, the
disclosed invention, therefore, does have a practical application.
As shown in the analysis table of Example 4A, the second query
of box 2 is then analyzed. In this case, the question is whether the
disclosed invention is in the technological arts. Again, because the
invention monitors and controls an automated plant's manufacturing

21.
22.
23.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(1)(a).
See id.
See id.
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process and because the disclosed invention uses a general purpose
computer system, the answer to the second question of box 2 is yes
and the claim analysis proceeds to box 6 where the claimed invention
is classified.
In this example, a computer program is being claimed. It may
be unclear as to whether the claim is reciting a computer program per
se or a computer program embodied on a computer readable medium.
In particular, the preamble phrase "computer program" defines a set
of instructions for execution on a computer, i.e., a computer program
per se. The body of the claim, however, recites means plus function
language which defines at least a set of instructions embodied on a
computer readable medium to perform the recited functions. At the
very least, the claims should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, paragraph two, for failure to distinctly point out and claim the invention.
More importantly however, the claim should be rejected under 35
U.S.C. § 101. One reasonable interpretation of the claim is that it recites a computer program per se. A computer program per se does
not define any structural and functional interrelationships that permit
the computer program's functionality to be realized. 24 The defect in
this claim could be corrected to recite statutory subject matter by
amending the claim to recite a computer readable medium with the
recited computer program stored therein. As it stands, however, the
claim of Example 4A is unpatentable under § 101.
B. Non-Statutory Nonfunctional Descriptive Material
Claim Example 4B
The claim for Example 4B follows:
A computer system apparatus for monitoring and controlling an
automated manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data
signal comprising:
(a) a first data portion embodying the compressed and encrypted operating parameters of the automated manufacturing
plant;
(b) a second data portion embodying the compressed and encrypted physical outputs of the plant;
(c) a third data portion embodying a first encryption key for the
encrypted operating parameters embodied on the first data portion;
and
24.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(1)(a), (b).
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(d) a fourth data portion embodying a second encryption key
for the encrypted physical outputs embodied on the second data
portion.

The claim of Example 4B recites a computer system apparatus. At first, it appears the claim is directed to a statutory computer
implemented product. However, the analysis under the Guidelines
indicates otherwise.
Referring to the analysis table of Example 4B in Appendix B,
the box 2 queries result in answers similar to those described above
for Example 4A. Specifically, the disclosed invention does have
practical application in the technological arts because the disclosed
invention monitors and controls an automated plant's manufacturing
process and uses a general purpose computer system to accomplish
this goal. Thus, as in Example 4A, the Guideline analysis proceeds
to the queries under box 6.
In box 6, the claimed invention is classified into a statutory
category. In Example 4B, the claimed invention is not a computer
program per se, because a computer system apparatus is claimed.
Similarly, the claimed invention does not recite a data structure per
se. Elements (a) through (d) do not define a physical or logical relationship between the claimed data that is designed to support a specific function, i.e., a data structure.
In the next query of box 6, it must be determined whether the
claimed invention recites nonfunctional descriptive material. In this
example, it is unclear whether a machine, article of manufacture, or
an arrangement of data is being claimed. In particular, it is unclear
whether: (1) the preamble defines an arrangement of data, a machine,
or an article of manufacture, (2) the body of the claim defines an arrangement of data, a machine, or an article of manufacture, and (3)
the phrase "data portion" in the body of the claim relates to the preamble. At the very least, the claim should be rejected under 35
U.S.C. § 112, paragraph two for failure to distinctly point out and
claim the invention. More importantly though, the claim should be
rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 101. As either a machine, an article of
manufacture, or an arrangement of data, the claimed invention recites
nonfunctional descriptive material, i.e., mere data. Nonfunctional
descriptive material does not impart functionality to either the data as
claimed or the computer system. According to the Guidelines, the
5
allowance of such a claim would exalt form over substance. 2

25.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106iV)(B)(2)(d), (a), (b).
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Software claims to articles of manufacture are usually the most
effective and useful way of claiming a software invention. However,
it is still important to include in the patent specification a fully enabling description of the implementation of the invention in the
claimed category. Thus, the patent specification must teach the implementation of the software invention as an article of manufacture,
if an article of manufacture is claimed.
Because article of manufacture claims are classified as product
claims and not method claims, the analysis for product claims under
the Guidelines is different from the analysis for method claims.
These differences are described in the sections that follow.
5. Include Independent PhysicalActs in Process Claims Only
When Necessay,
The Guidelines have included a safe harbor of patentability for
process claims. 6 This safe harbor allows a claimant to include independent physical acts in process claims and thereby render the claims
statutory. These independent physical acts are defined in the Guidelines as, "physical acts to be performed outside the computer independent of and following the steps to be performed by a programmed
computer, where those acts involve the manipulation of tangible
physical objects and result in the object having a different physical
attribute or structure. ' 27 A software invention claimed as a process
may therefore be rendered patentable if at least one step in the
claimed process performs an independent physical act or results in
the transformation of something physical outside of the computer.
Note, however, that the Patent Office retains its limitations from the
Freeman-Walter-Abele test wherein mere data gathering steps, mere
field of use limitations, or insignificant post solution activity does not
render patentable an otherwise unpatentable claim. Thus, in the tradition of Diamond v. Diehr,28 the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
has given its assurance that software process claims will be patentable if applied in some manner to the manipulation of something
physical outside of the computer.
Although this safe harbor seems to provide an easy path to patentability, it should be used carefully for software inventions. It is

26. See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(2)(b)(i).
27. M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(2)(b)(i) (citing Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. at
183-84 (quoting Cochrane v. Deener, 94 U.S. 780,787-88 (1877))).
28. Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175 (1981).
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often the case that software products can be used to solve a variety of
problems in a wide array of applications. Constraining a software
process claim to the manipulation of something physical may excessively narrow the scope of the claim. Further, it may be the case that
the manipulation of some physical object may be ancillary to the true
innovation of the software invention. In these situations, it would be
unfortunate to prematurely retreat to a safe harbor just to be assured
of a patentable claim. In other circumstances, however, software
may be integrally tied with the manipulation of physical objects. In
these situations, the inclusion of independent physical acts in a process claim may be perfectly appropriate. The nature and scope of a
particular software invention will determine whether the safe harbor
option may be employed.
6. If Applicable, Claim a Productas a Specific Machine or
Article of Manufacture
A software product can be claimed as a machine or apparatus, or
an article of manufacture (i.e. a product). The § 101 analysis of such
a claim under the Guidelines, however, turns on whether or not the
claim recites a specific product or one too general in structure or too
functional in its claim elements. Claims drawn to specific computer
products are patentable under the Guidelines. 29 A product claim will
be found statutory as specific if the claims recite specific hardware or
if the claims do not encompass any and every product in the claimed
class of products (example: computer, or computer readable memory)
configured in any manner to perform that process. In regard to software inventions, it is not always feasible or advisable to recite specific hardware elements as part of a software claim. If, however,
specific hardware elements can be included in a claim without unduly
restricting the scope of the invention, the addition of these elements
will render the claim patentable. In other circumstances, it may be
more convenient to constrain the scope of the claim to a particular
type of computer system or computer network. In this manner, an
argument can be made that the claim does not encompass any and
every product in the class of products and, therefore, is patentable.
If a product claim cannot be drawn to a specific machine, apparatus or article of manufacture, the claim will be analyzed under the
Guidelines as a functional process wherein the physical characteristics of the product have been defined as functional steps in a process.

29.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)(B)(2)(a)(ii).
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In this way, the Guidelines mandate the analysis of non-specific
product claims to be carried out under the rules for the analysis of
process claims.30 As described above, in regard to the process claim
analysis, the Guidelines state that a non-specific product claim is patentable only if the claimed invention does not merely manipulate abstract ideas or solve a purely mathematical problem without any
limitation to a practical application. Further, non-specific product
claims may use the safe harbor by claiming independent physical acts
or the manipulation of data representing physical objects to achieve a
practical application.
Several examples presented below illustrate various types of
product claims and the analysis of product claims under the Guidelines.
A. Statutory Specific Product Claim Example 6A
Example 6A represents a statutory specific product type of
claim. Under this example, two forms of article of manufacture
claims are presented. The first form represents a claim reciting a
computer program embodied on a computer readable medium. The
second form recites a computer data signal embodied in a carrier
wave. Both of these forms of claims will be found statutory under
the Guidelines as the following analysis demonstrates.
The first claim for Example 6A follows:
A computer program embodied on computer-readable medium
for monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant
using a telemetered processed data signal comprising:
(a) a compression source code segment comprising... [recites
self-documenting source code]; and
(b) an encryption source code segment comprising... [recites
self-documenting source code].
The second claim form of Example 6A follows:
A computer data signal embodied in a carrier wave comprising:
(a) a compression source code segment comprising...
[recites self-documenting source code]; and

30.

See M.P.E.P. § 2106(IV)0B)(2)(a)(i).
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(b) an encryption source code segment comprising...
[recites self-documenting source code].

As illustrated in the flowchart of Appendix A and in the analysis
table of Example 6A included in Appendix B, the box 2 and box 6
queries result in the same answers as those discussed above in connection with Examples 2A and 2B. In box 8, however the analysis
departs from the previous examples. In this case, the claimed invention is not a series of steps to be performed on a computer. Rather,
both of the claim examples set forth above for Example 6A recite an
article of manufacture or a product. As a result, the analysis proceeds
to box 9 where the analysis for a product claim is performed. In box
9, it is determined whether the claimed invention is a product for performing a process on a computer system. If not, it is assumed that
the invention is claimed in terms of its structure rather than as an
execution sequence. In this case, the claim will be statutory. If the
claimed invention is a product for performing a process, the analysis
continues at box 10.
In box 10, it is determined if the claimed invention recites a specific machine or a specific article of manufacture. Because it was
determined in box 9 that the claimed invention recites a product for
performing a process, it must now be determined whether the product
claim encompasses any and every computer implementation of the
product when read in light of the specification. If the claim does encompass any and every computer implementation of the product, the
claim will be found not to recite a specific machine or article of
manufacture. In this case, the claim will be analyzed under the
Guideline procedure for method claims as discussed above. If a
product claim does not encompass any and every computer implementation of the product, the claim must be treated as a specific machine or manufacture. Claims that define a computer related invention as a specific machine or a specific article of manufacture must
define the physical structure of the machine or manufacture in terms
of its hardware alone or in terms of its hardware and specific software components. In Example 6A, it is assumed that the disclosure
describes specific software, i.e., specific program code segments that
are to be employed to configure a general-purpose processor to create
specific logic circuits. In both claim forms of Example 6A, the compression source code segments and the encryption source code segments are claimed as specific source code segments. Thus, the
claims are directed to specific articles of manufacture. Under the
Guidelines, the claims of Example 6A are statutory.
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B. Statutory Non-Specific Product Claim Example 6B.
In this example, the specification includes the following recitation:
The system then processes the digital data signals into a compressed signal of various length code words. A compressed data
signal requires less memory or takes less time to transmit ....
The claim of Example 6B follows:
N
A computer system for monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data signal comprising:
(a) means for receiving a data signal;
(b) means for processing the data signal into code words; and
(c) means for outputting the processed data signal.
The claim of Example 6B illustrates a statutory non-specific
product claim. Referring to the analysis table of Example 6B included in Appendix B, the analysis in box 2 and box 6 produce the
same results as described earlier. In box 8, the claimed invention is
found not to be a series of steps to be performed on a computer. As
indicated in the claim of Example 6B, the elements of the claimed
computer system are recited in means plus function form. In box 9, it
is determined that the claimed invention is a product for performing a
process. As is often the case with means plus function claims, the
functional language recited in the claim often implies a process to be
performed by the claimed product. This is the case in the claim of
Example 6B. Thus, the analysis proceeds to box 10.
In box 10, it is determined whether the claimed invention is a
specific machine or manufacture. In the claim of Example 6B, the
claimed invention encompasses any and every machine embodiment
of the underlying process. Means element (a) recites a means for receiving. The specification in this example discloses the use of a general purpose computer system. The specification does not disclose
specific hardware, specific software, or a combination thereof for
performing this function. Means element (b) recites a means for
processing. The specification discloses software in a preferred embodiment; however, the specification also discloses use of a general
purpose computer system with encoders and decoders, and the creation of alternate computer programs based on the disclosed high level
written descriptions and disclosed flow charts. Means element (c)
recites a means for outputting. The specification discloses the use of
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a general purpose computer system. The specification does not disclose specific hardware, specific software, or a combination thereof
for performing this function. Thus, the claimed invention in Example
6B encompasses any and every machine embodiment of the underlying process. The claimed invention is therefore not a specific machine or manufacture. The analysis proceeds to box 12.
Because the claim in this example is found to recite a nonspecific machine or manufacture, the analysis continues by analyzing
the claim as a process claim. In box 12, it is determined whether the
claim has employed the safe harbor language by including independent physical acts or the manipulation of data representing physical
objects or activities to achieve a practical application. In this example, no such safe harbor language is employed. Thus, the analysis
continues in box 13. At box 13, it is determined whether the processimplementing product recites the manipulation of abstract ideas or
the solution of mathematical problems without limitation to a practical application. In the claim of Example 6B, means element (a)
merely provides the data signal for use in the mathematical operation
of means element (b). Means element (a) does not measure physical
objects or activities. Means element (b) corresponds to the compression of a digital data signal into various length code words. This correspondence is determined from the express recitation in the disclosure that "the system then processes the digital data signals into a
compressed signal of various length code words. A compressed data
signal requires less memory or takes less time to transmit." Thus, in
a result similar to that obtained in the Example 2A, the claimed invention in Example 6B is limited to a practical application. Therefore, the claim in Example 6B is statutory.
C.

Non-Statutory Non-Specific Product Claim Example

A portion of the specification for this example follows:
The system then processes the digital data signals through a series of equations for calculating code words ....
The claim for Example 6C follows:
A computer system for monitoring and controlling an automated manufacturing plant using a telemetered processed data signal comprising:
(a) means for receiving a data signal;
(b) means for processing the data signal into code words; and
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(c) means for outputting the processed data signal.
Example 6C illustrates a non-statutory non-specific product
claim. In this example, as in Example 6B, the claim is found not to
recite a series of steps to be performed on a computer (box 8). The
claim is found to recite a product for performing a process (box 9),
and the claim is found to not recite a specific machine or article of
manufacture (box 10). Similarly, the claim does not employ safe
harbor language (box 12). In box 13, it must be determined whether
the claimed process-implementing product manipulates abstract ideas
or solves mathematical problems without a practical limitation. In
Example 6C, means element (b) corresponds to the calculation of
code words from a series of equations. This correspondence is determined from the express recitation in the disclosure that "the system then processes the digital data signals through a series of equations for calculating code words." Thus, the claimed invention
merely converts one set of numbers into another set of numbers.
Further, the preamble language is a statement of intended use that
does not limit the claim to the practical application of monitoring and
controlling an automated manufacturing plant." Unlike the result
obtained in Example 6B, the claim of Example 6C will be rejected
under 35 U.S.C. §101 as non-statutory.
IV. CONCLUSION

The U.S. Patent Office Guidelines for the examination of computer related inventions have given structure to the analysis of software claims. This structure has given rise to several practical suggestions that may increase the likelihood that software claims will be
allowed by the U.S. Patent Office. The most important of these
practical suggestions is to fully and clearly teach the software invention and its related practical applications in software patent specifications. The practical applications of the invention define its utility
and distinguish it from abstract algorithms and non-functional descriptive material. Furthermore, under the present Guidelines it is
also advisable to include some disclosure relating the software invention to a physical implementation or a "real world" application as
the Patent Office continues to reject patent applications without some
connection to a physical element. It is also useful to employ various
types of claims including method claims, machine claims, and article
of manufacture claims. The use of multiple claim types broaden the
31.

See supra note 14.
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scope of a patent to include a wider range of potential infringers. By
following these practical suggestions and by using other longstanding patent application drafting techniques, the patent draftsperson will more likely produce allowable, enforceable, and effective
software claims.
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APPENDIX A
Examination Guidelines For Computer Related Inventions
Read the Specification and Claims
(Box 1)
Determine Whether the Disclosed Invention has
a Practical Application in the Technological Arts
(Box 2)

Classify the Claimed Invention as Statutory or Non-Statutory
(Box 5)

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Does the invention 1) Perform No Specific machine/article
Independent Physical Acts; 2)
of manufacture?(Box 10)
Manipulate Data Representing
Yes
Physical Objects or Activities
Lacking limitation to a
to Achieve a Practical
No practical application?
Application (Box 12)
(Box 13)
Yes
Yes
No
Statutory
Non-Statutory
Statutory
Non-Statutory
(Box 14)
(Box 11)
(Box 7)
(Box 15)
Determine Compliance with 35 USC Sections 102 and 103
(Box 16)
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APPENDIX B

Analysis Table for Example 2A
BOX 2

BOX 6

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical application?

YES

GoTo:
Q.2b

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:
Q.6a

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer programper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6b

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structureper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6c

Q.6c.

NO

GoTo:

Is claimed invention non-ftnctional descriptive

material?
Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

Q.6d
NO

GoTo:

Q.8
BOX 8

Q.8. Is claimed invention a series of steps to be performed on a computer?

BOX 9

Q.9. Is claimed invention a product for performing a
process?

GoTo:

BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

GoTo:

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.12b

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activI ity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.13a

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limitation to a practical application?

NO

GoTo:
Q.13b

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o limitation
to a practical application?

NO

GoTo:
END

BOX 13

YES

GoTo:
Q.12a
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Analysis Table for Example 2B
BOX 2

BOX 6

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical application?

YES

GoTo:

Q.2b

_

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:
Q.6a

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer programper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6b

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structureper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6c

Q.6c.

Is claimed invention non-functional descriptive

NO

material?

Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

GoTo:
Q.6d

NO

GoTo:
Q.8

BOX 8

Q.8. Is claimed invention a series of steps to be performed on a computer?

BOX 9

Q.9. Is claimed invention a product for performing a

YES

GoTo:
Q.12a
GoTo:

process?

BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activ-

GoTo:
NO

ity?

BOX 13

GoTo:
Q.12b

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.13a

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limi-

NO

GoTo:

tation to a practical application?

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o limitation
to a practical application?

Q.13b

YES

GoTo:
END
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Analysis Table for Example 4A
BOX 2

BOX 6

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical application?

YES

GoTo:
Q.2b

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:
Q.6a

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer program perse?

YES

GoTo:
END

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structure per se?

GoTo:

Q.6c.

GoTo:

Is claimed invention non-functional descriptive

material?
BOX 8

Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

GoTo:

Q.8.

GoTo:

Is claimed invention a series of steps to be per-

formed on a computer?
BOX 9

Q.9.

Is claimed invention a product for performing a

GoTo:

process?
BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

GoTo:

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activity?

GoTo:

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activity?

GoTo:

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limitation to a practical application?

GoTo:

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o limitation
to a practical application?

GoTo:

BOX 13
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Analysis Table for Example 4B
BOX 2

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical applica-

YES

GoTo:
Q.2b

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:
Q.6a

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer programper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6b

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structureper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6c

Q.6c. Is claimed invention non-functional descriptive
material?

YES

GoTo:
END

tion?

BOX 6

Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

GoTo:

BOX 8

Q.8. Is claimed invention a series of steps to be performed on a computer?

GoTo:

BOX 9

Q.9. Is claimed invention a product for performing a
Iprocess?

GoTo:

BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

GoTo:

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activity?

GoTo:

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activity?

GoTo:

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limitation to a practical application?

GoTo:

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o limitation
to a practical application?

GoTo:

BOX 13
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Analysis Table for Both Sample Claims of Example 6A
BOX 2

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical application?

YES

GoTo:
Q.2b

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer program per se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6b

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structureperse?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6c

Q.6c. Is claimed invention non-functional descriptive
material?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6d

Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

NO

GoTo:

Q.6a
BOX 6

Q.8
BOX 8

Q.8. Is claimed invention a series of steps to be performed on a computer?

NO

BOX 9

Q.9.

YES

Is claimed invention a product for performing a

Q.9

process?
BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activ-

GoTo:
GoTo:

Q.10
YES

GoTo:
END
GoTo:

ity?

BOX 13

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activity?

GoTo:

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limitation to a practical application?

GoTo:

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o
limitation to a practical application?

GoTo:
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Analysis Table for Example 6B
BOX 2

BOX 6

BOX 8

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical application?

YES

GoTo:
Q.2b

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:
Q.6a

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer programper se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6b

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structure per se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6c

Q.6c. Is claimed invention non-functional descriptive
material?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6d

Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

NO

GoTo:
Q.8

Q.8. Is claimed invention a series of steps to be per-

NO

GoTo:

Q.9

formed on a computer?
BOX 9

Q.9. Is claimed invention a product for performing a
process?

YES

GoTo:
Q.10

BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

NO

GoTo:
Q.12a

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.12b

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.13a

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limitation to a practical application?

NO

GoTo:
Q.13b

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o limitation
to a practical application?

NO

GoTo:
END

BOX 13
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Analysis Table for Example 6C
BOX 2

BOX 6

Q. 2a. Does disclosed invention have practical application?

YES

GoTo:
Q.2b

Q.2b. Is disclosed invention in technological arts?

YES

GoTo:
Q.6a

Q.6a. Is claimed invention a computer program per se?

NO

GoTo:

Q.6b. Is claimed invention a data structure per se?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6c

Q.6c. Is claimed invention non-functional descriptive
material?

NO

GoTo:
Q.6d

Q.6d. Is claimed invention a natural phenomenon?

NO

GoTo:

Q.6b

Q.8
BOX 8

Q.8. Is claimed invention a series of steps to be performed on a computer?

NO

GoTo:
Q.9

BOX 9

Q.9. Is claimed invention a product for performing a
process?

YES

GoTo:

BOX 10

Q.10. Is claimed invention a specific machine or manufacture?

NO

GoTo:
Q.12a

BOX 12

Q.12a. Does process have post-computer process activity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.12b

Q.12b. Does process have pre-computer process activity?

NO

GoTo:
Q.13a

Q.13a. Does process manipulate abstract idea w/o limitation to a practical application?

NO

GoTo:
Q. 13b

Q.13b. Does process solve math problem w/o limitation
to a practical application?

YES

GoTo:
END

BOX 13

Q.10

